
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE

Our aim is to have satisfied clients and we are sorry that you have had to make a 

complaint about our service but we will deal with your complaint as quickly and 

efficiently as possible.

The procedure for raising a complaint is as follows.

First you should raise the issue with the Fee Earner involved, you may do this by 

telephone or in writing.  The Fee Earner will do his best to resolve the complaint 

with you.   If you wish to have an interview with the Fee Earner, then you may ask 

for one.

If you have already raised the complaint with the Fee Earner involved and you are 

still not satisfied or if you find it uncomfortable to raise the complaint direct with the 

Fee Earner, then you may ask the Fee Earner to refer the complaint to his or her 

Supervising Partner.  You may make this request by telephone or in writing.   The 

Supervising Partner will contact you within 14 days of your request and will try to 

resolve the complaint with you.

The Supervising Partner may decide that the complaint should be dealt with 

immediately by the Complaints Partner, Spencer Wood, and if that is the case, they 

will tell you within 14 days.   The papers will then be given to Mr Wood who will 

(unless there are exceptional circumstances) deal with your complaint in writing 

within 14 days.

If the Supervising Partner deals with your complaint but you are not satisfied with 

the outcome, you may refer the matter yourself to Mr Wood in writing.   Mr Wood

will then review your file and will write to you, unless in exceptional circumstances, 

within 14 days.   If it is not going to be possible to deal with the complaint within 

that period, then your complaint will be acknowledged and you will be given a 

timescale within which to expect Mr Wood’s reply.

In exceptional circumstances, for example, if the Complaints Partner is on holiday 

and the complaint is regarded, as an urgent one, then one of the other Equity 

Partners will deal with the complaint in place of Mr Wood within the same timescale.
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If you have any queries regarding this procedure, then the Fee Earner dealing with 

your claim will advise you accordingly.
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